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Australia’s equivalent of the FDA, the TGA, has been caught (1) having assigned causation
to two childhood covid vaccine deaths and then (2) hiding those from the public.  One
was a 7-year-old boy, the other a 9-year-old girl.

The TGA’s excuse?  They “didn’t want to undermine public con�dence.”

Instead, they opted to strongly encourage parents to get their children vaccinated and
boosted as soon as they possibly could.
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From my vantage point, they are all monsters, especially John Skerritt the head of the
TGA.  They had the data, and they decided somehow that exposing more children to the
risk of death was “worth it” for some reason.

Can the TGA point to any particular harm children face due to Covid, especially Omicron? 
No, they really cannot.

The one ray of light in this truly horrifying tale is that the public is �nally waking up in
Australia.  Questions are being asked.  Politicians are getting testy.  Still too few, but the
momentum has changed.

Become an Insider: These videos are just the beginning of the time-saving research, data,
an insight-driven community, and real-time ALERTS you won’t get anywhere else. Join
today and get access to information you can’t live without.

Click Here to Join or Upgrade

Click here for part 2 on Achieving Financial Freedom

Watch the video

Australia Caught Hiding Child Covid Vax …

Other Ways to Watch:   Odysee   Download (Private Use Only)

Listen to the Audio

Click Here to Download

Transcripts are available for our Peak Insiders and VIP Supporters. Consider upgrading
today.
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Alastair Richardson(@bigal)
  9 hours ago

The Crash Course Book V2

Just pre-ordered ordered 2 books. I hope you this gets you one step nearer the top of
the NYT BSL Chris. Best wishes from the UK  😎  🤗 

0

Chris Martenson(@cmartenson)
  1 day ago

23 Year Old AUS Died Suddenly From Vaccine

Tragic case, and a horrible doctor!

   Newest 

 Offl ine Peak Insider

 Online The Author

A young woman with an unknown neurological condition died in her sleep after
receiving two doses of a Covid vaccine, an inquiry into long Covid was told.

On Friday, the standing Committee on Health, Aged Care and Sport heard from
Australians who have felt neglected or dismissed after they sought help for long Covid
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And then there’s this case too:

0

Rodster(@rodster)
  3 days ago

P�zer’s Long History Of Fraud & More

https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/international-news/rule-of-law/p�zers-long-
history-of-fraud-more/

Excerpt: “In 1992, P�zer agreed to pay between $165 million and $215 million. The list is
endless. In 2004, P�zer agreed to plead guilty to two felonies and paid $430 million. In
1996, P�zer administered an experimental drug during a clinical trial on 200 children
in Nigeria but never told the parents that their children were the subjects of an
experiment. Who cares about Nigeria?

or the ill effects of the Covid vaccines.

The inquiry was told Amy Segdwick died “suddenly and unexpectedly” in her sleep in

April last year after she experienced negative side effects from the P�zer vaccine.

Her parents Sophie and Bruce explained their daughter was prioritised for the vaccine

when Covid struck, after she became af�icted with an unknown neurological condition
in 2019.

The 23-year-old sought advice on the best vaccine for her condition and was told with

minimal discussion that she should select P�zer, the inquiry heard.

The decision set off a “catastrophic” chain of events, her mother said.

“She fell off a cliff after receiving her P�zer vaccines,” Mrs Segdwick told the inquiry.

Amy noticed she had numbness in her feet and became unbalanced over the month in
between vaccinations.

After the second jab, the numbness spread up her legs and her limbs ached. Mrs
Sedgwick said Amy had trouble standing and walking when they made an urgent
doctor’s appointment.

The doctor said Amy’s worsening health could not be attributed to the vaccine.

“When we questioned the conclusion, we were �rmly told we needed to let the vaccine

theory go,” Mrs Sedgwick said.

“We were sick with worry.”

(Source)

 Offl ine
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P�zer knew all too well. Once they paid enough to get government-mandated
vaccines, they could kill 50% of the population for the government will NEVER admit
their guilt so any deaths must be misinformation of perhaps carried to earth by aliens
�oating around in balloons. My children were vaccinated. I use to get a �u shot. But
once the government got involved, after dealing with them for 40+ years, I know the
game. They will NEVER admit a mistake so that was the ultimate guarantee that P�zer
did not need to bother testing anything. The �x was in.”

 Last edited 3 days ago by Rodster

5

ClaireCh(@clairech)
  3 days ago

No Outcry Here

Down in Oz here, there is no “breaking open”, no public outcry, no news whatsoever of
this. What is in the “news” is “get your bivalent vax now!”

4

Pilgrim(@buddys)
  3 days ago

Fire Again

Sorry if off topic. Anyone have details of a �re in Alexander, NC?

1

m (@kelle)

  Reply to    3 days ago

nothing to see here..just the same o same o plants blow up all the time..just close
your windows and heck don’t worry.. All I can say is WTF

1

PeakCovid (@peakcovid)

  Reply to    3 days ago
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Whatever you do, though, don’t use a gas cooker! Let’s get those priorities
straight..

0

Judith Chantler(@jackadz)
  4 days ago

Thanks For Showing This Chris. And Being So Clear About What’s
Going On.

And here is Senator Rennick asking our Australian Federal Police What they are going
to do about it. https://youtu.be/9WqUpbz9f78 . Nothing of course. And no one in these
scenes seems to care less that children have died, let alone the fact of this has been
covered up and more will die because of this criminal activity by out TGA and lying
governments and pathetic AFP.
It’s devastating to watch these hearings.

3

ClaireCh (@clairech)

  Reply to    3 days ago

No buck passing there is there?

1

Gelphi (@gelphi)

  Reply to    3 days ago

A bit of background. The Australian Federal Police (AFP) have jurisdiction over the
ACT (Australian Capital Territory). They are the state police in the ACT.

The depth of indoctrination of most Australians, especially the ones that got to
positions of power is extraordinary. If, progressively, they are told, on 6 o”Clock news

that the oceans are red, a majority would believe.

We have had some of the (best?) indoctrinaters in the world work on us, I wonder
why ?

Perhaps we have good minds on the other side ?

2
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Rodster(@rodster)
  4 days ago

The US Is Just As Criminally Insane As Australia

Blue Cross Blue Shield pays pediatricians a $40,000 bonus for fully vaccinating 100
patients under the age of 2.

BUT pediatricians lose the whole bonus unless at least 63% of patients are fully
vaccinated, and that includes the �u vaccine.

https://wellnessandequality.com/2016/06/20/how-much-money-do-pediatricians-
really-make-from-vaccines/

 Last edited 4 days ago by Rodster

5

Hladini (@hladini)

  Reply to    4 days ago

There is another detail to the payment system. If you give a pediatric patient a
vaccine that causes an adverse event and notate that event in the patient’s chart –

even though the patient is “up to date” on the vaccines, the insurance won’t pay on
that patient.

4

thecountmc (@thecountmc)

  Reply to    4 days ago

So $400 per patient ? How much do these vaccines cost? I know the they charged
the government like what $30 per dose of Covid? and that was an expensive jab…
Who pays Blue cross to do this and why? Pharma ? Gov? this is not adding up $

wise? where is the pro�t?…. Is the argument the government wants a vaccinated
population to save us and thats why they pay more than the vaxes cost or is the

drive to lose money rooted in something much more nefarious?

2

Rodster (@rodster)

  Reply to    4 days ago
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Moderna is supposedly increasing the dosage price to $400. P�zer made
roughly $75 billion last year. It’s a racket run by the Crime Syndicate known as

the United States government.

2

Karen from Virginia (@kdredske)

  Reply to    3 days ago

This has been going on for many years already. Dr. Sears (pediatrician) in California

reported on this and I saw on Facebook where an Anthem insider shared a link
(that used to be public but was quickly shut down) showing that probably 5 years
ago or more (time �ies) Anthem was giving a kickback of $10,000 per doctor per

of�ce if they had over 90% compliance on all childhood vaccines. That’s when our
pediatrician told us that we were no longer welcome there, gave us a copy of my

kid’s records, and that was that.

I don’t remember how to �nd it, but there used to be a link on the CDC website that
showed the FULL ADULT vaccine plan the CDC had and it included a full round of

quite a variety of vaccines that they were pushing to try to get adults to comply
with – much more than just the annual �u vaccine. They started with the kids
assuming that as they grew up they would comply as adults. . . typical propaganda

move if you have read anything about it in Germany back before WW1 and WW2.

I’m surprised Anthem has lowered their percentage of fully vaccinated and

increased their bonus. That seems counter intuitive based on what they were doing
over the past decade.

0

mirroredname (@peacebaby)

  Reply to    3 days ago

Talk about actually losing your soul! A new low for, and I use this word reluctantly,

“doctors?”

0

mirroredname(@peacebaby)
  5 days ago

Gov't Tracking Unvaccinated. Everyone Should Read This Article

Hiding children’s deaths is not the only thing governments are hiding. In an article on
Children’s Health Defense.org – read an article on how government is tracking the
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unvaccinated and how there are new codes now being put in place at your local
doctors of�ce, which include a new billing code for vaccine counseling if a person
refused the jab. Story at a glance:

The U.S. government has secretly been tracking those who didn’t get the COVID jab,
or are only partially jabbed, through a previously unknown surveillance program
designed by the U.S. National Center for Health Statistics, a division of the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention.

The program was implemented on April 1, 2022, and adopted by most medical clinics
and hospitals across the U.S. until January 2023.

Under this program, doctors at clinics and hospitals have been instructed to ask
patients about their vaccination status, which is then added to their electronic
medical records as a diagnostic code, known as the International Classi�cation of
Diseases, Tenth Revision (ICD-10) code, so that they can be tracked inside and
outside of the medical system.

These new ICD-10 codes are part of the government’s plan to implement medical
tyranny using vaccine passports and digital IDs.

They’re also tracking noncompliance with all other recommended vaccines using
new ICD-10 codes, and have implemented codes to describe WHY you didn’t get a
recommended vaccine. They’ve also added a billable ICD code for “vaccine safety
counseling.”

Read the full story here:

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/government-tracking-unvaccinated-
icd-codes-cola/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=9ff95cf5-6780-
4a34-8330-f26a0af91a4d

7

Rodster (@rodster)

  Reply to    5 days ago

Since the government loves to lie and cheat then i’ll do the same. If they ask me i’ll
just say yes.

3

m (@kelle)

  Reply to    3 days ago
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right on right on

0

Hladini (@hladini)

  Reply to    4 days ago

If you don’t have insurance and go to private doctors, this won’t be as big of a
problem. If you don’t vaxx your kids, they won’t need a pediatrician – just an

emergency room.

1

mirroredname (@peacebaby)

  Reply to    3 days ago

You ever watch FLCCC.net videos? Doctors there have said don’t go to the
hospital. You know it’s bad when doctors are waving people away.

0

mcconner1776(@mcconner1776)
  5 days ago

Really?

I challenge someone else to actually download the PDF of the �le notes and tell me
the “causation” in red really means what is claimed here, and not “needs causation
decision” – like the other red notations like “add relevant clinical information here”.

0

Koby(@koby)
  5 days ago

Aka Child Sacri�ce

If a “pagan” culture was caught forcing their children to take poison to honor their
“health gods” (or bureaucrats,) we would call that child sacri�ce.
https://www.freedomdefenseresourcecenter.com/category/vaccines/vaccines-kids/

 Last edited 5 days ago by Koby
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Hladini
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2

Rodster(@rodster)
  5 days ago

Another Twenty Something Is Dead

Of course this is all normal, so NO need to blame the vaccines or boosters. You just
NEVER noticed it before.

“Jansen Panettiere, actor and brother of Hayden Panettiere, dies at 28: Reports”

https://www.msn.com/en-us/movies/news/jansen-panettiere-actor-and-brother-of-
hayden-panettiere-dies-at-28-reports/ar-AA17JtPx?
ocid=msedgntp&cvid=8833684253124ad59da1b4b0878a039f

 Last edited 5 days ago by Rodster

0

Quercus bicolor (@quercus-bicolor-2)

  Reply to    5 days ago

The article links to other Hollywood type deaths. Burt Bacharach (94), Raquel Welch
(82), Richard Belzer (78) and Cody Longo (34). That’s 5 dead, one each in their 90s,

80s, 70s, 30s and 20s. Back in the old days of 2020 and earlier, I bet there would be
someone under 40 in a roundup like this for every 50 older folks.

1

Rodster (@rodster)

  Reply to    4 days ago

But then there’s this:

 ”Performers Collapsing on Camera or Stage in 2022-2023″

https://www.bitchute.com/video/J198HBz0PDdg/

 Last edited 4 days ago by Rodster

2
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Helix2(@helix2)
  5 days ago

No Informed Consent

Hiding the deaths of children so that parents would allow this gene therapy in their
children means that parents were not informed of the risks and could not give
informed consent.

If in Australia it is legal to give people a medical treatment without their consent, I
hope the Aussies provide some treatments they deem ef�cacious to The Decision
Maker and his/her minions.

1

johnmgerst(@johnmgerst)
  5 days ago

Part 2

Is there a part 2 for members only?

0

Chris Martenson (@cmartenson)

  Reply to    5 days ago

Yes, as always. Either click the link above, or �nd it on the front page.

0

Mpup(@mpup)
  5 days ago

Liars And Murderers

Liars by any other name (including “representatives”) are still liars. Murderers by any
other name (including health care practitioners) are still murderers.

3
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PeakCovid(@peakcovid)
  5 days ago

Disgraceful, Immoral And Possibly Illegal..

.. plus many more things besides.

Chances that those responsible will ever be held accountable: Near Zero.

What is becoming of our Western Societies where the masses meekly put up with this
shit?

 Last edited 5 days ago by PeakCovid

0

Geedard(@geedard)
  5 days ago

Lula Da Silva (Brasil) Newly Imposes Holy Shot Mandate For ALL
Children

And so it begins…

https://newspunch.com/lula-da-silva-imposes-covid-vaccine-mandate-for-all-children/

5

drpropaganda (@drpropaganda)

  Reply to    5 days ago

And now it’s clear why he was installed and the Brazilian election was a sham.

Expect to see more of this

7

PeakCovid (@peakcovid)

  Reply to    5 days ago

Communists authoritarians just being communist authoritarians.

 Online Information Scout

 Online Peak Insider

Brazil’s newly installed authoritarian President Lula da Silva announced last week that
the dangerous COVID-19 vaccine will be mandatory for all children in Brazil if parents

wish to continue receiving government assistance.
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1

Chris Martenson (@cmartenson)

  Reply to    5 days ago

Why is it that contested elections always result in an authoritarian nightmare
moving in? Is there some sort of connection there we should be looking at?

5

Geedard (@geedard)

  Reply to    5 days ago

Interesting will be to see how this plays out… since BR is not part of the
European “other” story currently playing out… this is why I believe the puppet

masters (who install and handle their governmental puppets) operate on a
different kind of mentality and operating system…a feudal mentality. And this
is why I believe “normal folk” like us just don’t get it most of the time. because

we’re not thinking feudal. But as soon as you start thinking “feudal” then the
fog lifts and everything suddenly becomes clear…

Maybe this is also why the ancient stories of the Gods, were always feudal in
nature. It’s nothing new, in fact, it’s the oldest and most original OS in
existence, as far as I can make out… So why should it have died out? I think

feudal is alive and well and all around us.

 Last edited 5 days ago by Geedard

0

Rodster (@rodster)

  Reply to    5 days ago

A Klaus Schwab puppet who has the backing from the depopulation maestro
himself, Bill Gates. This is what brings about revolutions and violence when people

�gure it out that either we kill them or they will kill us.

2

richcabot(@richcabot)
  5 days ago

The Other Documents?

 Online The Author
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There were too many documents responsive to the original FOIA request, and they
whittled the scope down to 11. What’s in the others? If the 11 they chose to release were
this bad, there are probably others which are worse.

It seems like multiple follow up requests, shifting scope each time, are in order. It also
seems that the legislators should be demanding those documents in a single tranche.

12

sketchypoodle(@sketchypoodle)
  5 days ago

Garbalogic

Do we need a new word to describe the obfuscation being used to hide vax injury
results?
I’ll suggest “Garbalogic”.
Somehow it seems to me the vax pushers had to have war-gamed for negative
outcomes and the blowback that would follow.
I imagine they would choose wording as tame as possible, but they deserve to have
that dialogue ripped from their control.
So Garbalogic is my suggestion.
But maybe some of you have a better one?

1

Dan Edwards (@dedwards)

  Reply to    5 days ago

Yeah, Liars!

3

BR549(@brenstrom)
  6 days ago

Glitchy Video

Perhaps it’s just my various connections and devices tried, but it was very dif�cult to
watch this video. Sections where mouths were moving but no audio, others where the
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broadcast froze, plus serious buffering.
I’ll try again later and edit this comment if this issues are found to be mine.

0

Congero1 (@congero1)

  Reply to    6 days ago

Hey there, Don’t worry, we always appreciate feedback. It is the only way to
improve. Last week we know Odysee went down, and now see you are having

issues. To this end, I just sent you a private message hoping to help �gure out the
potential issue. On our side, it plays ok, but didn’t want to make any assumptions =).

2

David Huang (@david-huang-2)

  Reply to    5 days ago

I guess I’ll chime in to give you the feedback that I had the same issue when
trying to watch about the same time as BR549 was. Clicked the link to watch
directly on Odysee and still had the issue. I’m using Brave as my browser.

Listened to the audio only option which played just �ne. I just tried watching
again and it’s working better, but still freezing from time to time. As much as I

want to like Odysee, my uneducated guess is that the problem lies with them.
I thought they had �xed those issues but perhaps not quite.

2

Richardkrak (@richardkrak)

  Reply to    5 days ago

Hello, I will add my own feedback as well. I watched the video just now. I have

had multiple issues watching video’s on Odysee (Not just Peak Prosperity’s) or
linked in through a website on my phone, using the Brave browser. Tt freezes
up around every 3 minutes, reconnecting my VPN helps and will allows to

resume the video. I have however not experienced a single issue watching this
video on my laptop with the Brave browser. Personally I �nd it annoying when

watching on my phone if a video platform does not allow for quick 10/15
seconds back and forwards which is why I disliked Rumble. I often listen to
the video while doing other chores and when something important comes up

that I need to see I like to quickly skip back a few seconds on my phone,
however when I have to use the play navigation bar on a 45 minute video it

often ends with me searching and skipping through several minutes of
content. As David Huang says when my laptop is not available I tend to use
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the audio only option as well, but works quite �nd, however I miss out on
video content in those moments.

Thanks to you all at Peak Prosperity for all the hard work.

0

BR549 (@brenstrom)

  Reply to    5 days ago

Haven’t received any PM on this. Certainly not urgent, and feel free to use my

email addy on �le with PP.
Thanks!

0

Chris Martenson (@cmartenson)

  Reply to    5 days ago

Always frustrating on our end, as we Q/C everything and this plays �ne on all of our

systems.

However, Odysee can be glitchy.

Here’s a Rumble link in case that works better for you:
https://rumble.com/embed/v27nljw/?pub=as7zr

4

Brett Franklin (@brettbrettstraffic-com-au)

  Reply to    5 days ago

Chris – All good here in Australia !

Comes through �ne using the standard Safari browser on iPhone, and
Windows Edge browser on Laptop.

No VPN, though im thinking i should start using a VPN and even a more

secure browser.

I would love to dump the iPhone for something more secure, but have no idea

what or how, and dont really trust many people locally for advice.

Chris – an idea for a video / interview… what phones do you use, or would
recommend ?
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Cheers,
Brett.

2

BR549 (@brenstrom)

  Reply to    5 days ago

Thanks all. runs �ne on Rumble.
Yesterday I tried 4 different browsers, 2 different internet connections, all

w/my VPN on and off, PC and iPhone. Since I was getting the same results I
thought I would report it; Odyssey is often is glitchy for me.
I have no doubt you guys QC’d and I’m not complaining about PP. I appreciate

everything you all do to get us good, reliable information.
THANKS!

1

Goat Lady (@goat-lady)

  Reply to    5 days ago

Wouldn’t work without freezing up (Chrome + Duckduck Go”. Gave up and
listened to the podcast. Had also tried Oddessy too. Too late for Rumble but
thanks, Chris.

1

Chris Martenson (@cmartenson)

  Reply to    5 days ago

Ahhhhh…we’ll get this sorted out. It’s been far trickier than I suspected
to get a non-censorious platform to behave even partly as well as
Youtube.

1

Richardkrak (@richardkrak)

  Reply to    3 days ago

Yes I feel you, you got to give them credit where credit is due…
(unfortunately)  😬   
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